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CHAPTER R 

Thee l i terature on FB 

Inn this chapter we give an overview of the results on FB queues in the 

literature.. We focus on two types of results. First, the FB discipline is 

optimall  in minimising the queue length in the number of customers for 

certainn service time distributions. Secondly, we give an overview of the 

resultss on some related distributions such as the stationary queue length, 

thee sojourn time, and the slowdown. 

2.11 Introduction 

InIn this chapter we give an overview of the results for queues with the FB service 

disciplinee in the literature. We focus on two types of results. In Section 2.2 we 

describee the optimality aspects of the FB discipline. Section 2.3 features steady state 

characteristicss of the system. Pioneering work on FB queues was done by Schrage 

(1967,(1967, [58]) and Pechinkin (1980. [44]). who obtained expressions for the sojourn 

timee and the stationary queue length, respectively. The optimality properties of the 

FBB discipline were established by Righter and Shanthikumar [51]. [53] and [50]. 

Resultss about queues with the FB discipline are scarce compared to the atten-

tionn that for example FIFO. LIFO and PS receive. Furthermore, they are somewhat 
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difficul tt to find, because in the literature the FB discipline is referred to by many 

differentt names: LAST (Least attained service time first). LAS (Least Attained Ser-

vicee first). Feedback. F B ^. FBPS (Foreground-Background Processor Sharing) or 

SET(Shortestt Elapsed Time first). It may be disguised as SEPT (Shortest Expected 

Processingg Time first) or 'advantageous sharing of a processor' as well. 

2.22 Optimality results 

Theree are many possibilities for choosing the service discipline in a queueing model. 

Onee way to compare two queues with different service disciplines is by looking at the 

queuee lengths - the number of customers present - in both queues. It turns out that 

forr certain service-time distributions, some disciplines exhibit optimal behaviour in 

thee following sense: they minimise the expected queue length over the class V of 

servicee disciplines that do not use knowledge of the residual service times. Conversely 

theree exist disciplines which maximise the expected queue length over the class T>. 

Forr a smaller class of service-time distr ibutions, an optimality property holds 

wi t hh respect to the distr ibut ion of the queue length at t ime t, for any t. Finally, for 

servicee distr ibutions with logconvex densities there is a very strong optimality result. 

Forr any discipline IT from T>. it is possible to construct a probabil ity space such that 

thee queue length process in the FB queue is smaller than that in the queue with disci-

plinee TT a.s. at all t ime points. It is amazing that such a global minimum exists at all. 

I nn this section the set-up is different from other sections: the arrival distr ibution 

iss not necessarily Poisson. We consider two G / G /l queues with the same arrival 

andd service t imes, but with different service disciplines. One queue has service dis-

ciplinee FB. the other has service discipline rr € V. see Section 1.7. In both queues 

att t ime 0 the first customer arrives. 

2.2.11 Two theorems 

Lett xp — s u p {j : F(x) < 1}  be the upper end-point of the distribution function 

F.F. The first opt imali ty theorem holds for service-time distributions in the following 

class. . 

Def in i t i o nn 2.1 ( I M R L , D M R L ) Let F be the distribution function of a nonnega-

tivetive random variable X with upper end-point Xp < oc and assume that EX is finite. 

ThenThen F (or X) belongs to the class IMRL (DMRL) (increasing (decreasing) mean 

residualresidual life) if E[X — t \ X > t] is increasing (decreasing) in t for all t < xp. 
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Notee that EX < oc implies that E[X - t\X > t]  is finite for all t < xF. 

Lett QFB( )̂ be the queue length at time t > 0 of the FB queue, and Qn{t) the 

queuee length at time t > 0 of the queue with discipline 7r and the same interarrival-

timee and service-time distributions. 

Theoremm 2.2 Let ir E V. If the service-time distribution belongs to the class IMRL, 

thenthen for all t > 0 

EQEQFBFB(t)(t) < EQ„(t). (2.1) 

ForFor DMRL service times the inequality is reversed. 

Prooff  Theorem 3.14 in Righter et al. (1990, [53]). G 

Assumee p = X < 1. Call a discipline n stationary if the queue length in a queue 

operatingg under discipline 7r converges to a limiting random variable. Little's law, 

perhapss the most famous theorem in queueing theory, states that in a stationary 

queuee the mean queue length and mean sojourn time satisfy the following relation: 

EQEQ — XEV. The next corollary follows from letting t — cc in Theorem 2.2, and 

applyingg Little's law. 

Corollar yy 2.3 Assume p < 1. Let IT G V be a stationary discipline, so that the 

stationarystationary sojourn times VFB and V  ̂ in queues with disciplines FB and n exist. If 

thethe service-time distribution belongs to the class IMRL (DMRL), then 

EVEVFBFB < (>)EVn. (2.2) 

Yashkovv (1987, [68]) proved Corollary 2.3. but under a stronger condition on the 

service-timee distribution. 

Wee now move to a stronger kind of optimality. 

Definitio nn 2.4 (Failur e rate) Let the random variable X have distribution func-

tiontion F with upper end-point xp < oc and density function ƒ. The failure rate or 

hazardd rate of X at x < xp is 

"<*>> = r ^ b - (2-3) 
Definitio nn 2.5 (DFR, IFR ) A distribution function F of a continuous non-negative 

randomrandom variable belongs the class DFR (IFR) (decreasing (increasing) failure rate) 

ifif  the failure rate function h(x) is decreasing (increasing) in x > 0. 
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A nn alternat ive definition for general distributions is the following, see e.g. Stoyan 

[63]]  for reference. A distr ibut ion belongs to the class DFR ( IFR) if and only if 1 - F 

iss log-convex, i.e. if the logarithm of 1—F is convex. For continuous random variables 

thiss follows from the fact that h(x) = — ^ l o g ( l - F(x)) almost everywhere. The 

classess DFR and IFR are also known as DHR and IH R (decreasing and increasing 

hazardd rate). Before stat ing the next theorem we recall a well-known stochastic 

orderr relation. 

Def in i t i o nn 2.6 (S tochas t ic order ) A random variable X is stochastically smaller 

thanthan a random, variable Y. notation X <Ht Y. if for all x 

P{XP{X > x) < P(Y > x). 

A nn alternative characterisation is the following. Two random variables X and 1' 

satisfyy X <st V if and only if 

Eo{X)Eo{X) < EQ{Y) (2.4) 

forr all increasing functions o for which the expectations exist. This stochastic order 

relationn in terms of the distr ibutions may be translated in an inequality that holds 

u;-wisee on a new probabil i ty space. 

L e m m aa 2.7 Two random variables X and Y satisfy X <Nt Y if and only if there 

existexist X and Y on a, common probability space Q so that 

XX = X. Y = Y and X{UJ) < Y(^) for all us £ (}. 

P r o off  See e.g. Shaked and Shanthikiimar (1994, [60]). G 

Thee next theorem is an optimalitv result in terms of the marginal distributions 

off  the process {Q(t).t > ()} . 

T h e o r emm 2.8 Let, IT eT>. If the service-time distribution belongs to the class DFR. 

thenthen for every t > 0 

Qf3(t)<stQf3(t)<st QAf). (2.5) 

ForFor IFR service times the inequality is reversed. 

P r o off  Corollaries 2.1.2 and 2.3.2 in Righter and Shanthikumar (1989. [51]). D 

Forr FIFO, or any other non-preemptive discipline from V instead of FB. Theorem 2.8 

holdss with the inequality sign reversed. For the sojourn time there seem to be no 

optimali tyy results that are stronger than Corollary 2.3. 
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2.2.22 Strong(est) optimality 

Ass the apotheosis to this section, we conclude with a discussion of the strongest and 

mostt surprising of the optimality results. The DFR condition on the service times 

iss not enough to obtain an optimality result for the law of the process {Q(t).t > 0} . 

Forr that we need a stronger condition on the density of the service-time distribution, 

andd the notion of stochastic ordering of stochastic processes. 

Definitio nn 2.9 (DLR , ILR ) A distribution function of a continuous non-negative 

randomrandom variable belongs to the class DLR (ILR) (decreasing (increasing) likelihood 

ratio)ratio) if its density is log-convex (log-concave). 

Ann equivalent definition is that the likelihood ratio f(s + x)/f(t + x) for the density 

iss decreasing (increasing) in x for all s < t, see e.g. Shaked and Shanthikumar 

(1994,, [60]). In the context of testing hypotheses this property is also called a 

monotonee likelihood ratio, see Lehmann (1959, [33]). For discrete random variables 

aa similar definition may be formulated in terms of discrete densities. 

Thee class DLR contains a number of well known distributions. Examples are: 

 Pareto distributions. F(x) = 1- 1/(1 + cx)a.c > 0 . « > 0 . Ï É [ 0. OC) 

 Weibull distributions with distribution function 1 - cxp(-cx'*), x > 0, where 

00 < a < 1 (and c> 0) 

 gamma distributions with density c"xa~l exp(-cj-)T(a)~1. x > 0. 

wheree 0 < a < 1 (and c > 0). 

Thee exponential distribution belongs to both ILR and DLR, since its density is log-

convexx and log-concave. In the appendix of this section the classes IMRL, DFR and 

DLRR are discussed in more detail, see also Shaked and Shanthikumar (1994, [60]). 

Thee stochastic ordering for random processes is a generalisation of stochastic order-

ingg for vectors, which in turn is a generalisation of stochastic ordering for random 

variables.. In the one-dimensional case, it is possible to translate the stochastic order-

ingg for random variables in terms of an inequality that holds u-wise, see Lemma 2.7. 

Forr the stochastic ordering of stochastic processes a similar translation may be made. 

Forr reasons of simplicity, we use this characterisation as the definition of stochastic 

orderingg of stochastic processes. See Section 4.B.7 of Shaked and Shanthikumar 

(1994,, [60]) for a proof of the equivalence. 

Lett T be the time-parameter space (usually N or [0. oc)). 
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Definit ionn 2.10 Two random processes {X(t).t <E T} and {Y(t).e T} satisfy 

{X(t),teT}<{X(t),teT}<stst{Y(t).teT} {Y(t).teT} 

ifif  there exist random processes {X(t).t e T} and {Y(t).t € T] on a common 

probabilityprobability space such that 

{X(t).te{X(t).te T} È {X(t).te T}. {Y(t).t G T]  {Y(t).t e T} 

and and 

P(X(t)P(X(t) < Y(t).t eT) = 1. 

Thee strongest optimality result can now be stated. 

Theoremm 2.11 (Righter) Let QFB(*)- QA*) and QFIFO(0 be the queue lengths 

inin three queues with the same arrival and service times, operating under the. FB 

discipline,discipline, a discipline n e V, and FIFO respectively. If the service-time distribution 

belongsbelongs to the class DLR , then 

{QïB(t).t>{QïB(t).t> 0}  <st {Qn(t)J> 0}  <st {Qwo(t).t > ()} . (2.6) 

ForFor ILR service times the inequalities flip. 

Prooff  Theorem 13.D.8 of Righter (1994. [50]). D 

Definitionn 2.10 captures the surprising; property of the FB discipline in a queue with 

DLRR service times: an alternative probability space can be constructed on which 

thee FB discipline minimises with probability one the queue length on the whole time 

domain.. Theorem 3.3 below shows that Theorem 2.11 is very useful in studying the 

FBB queue. 

Thee essence of the proof of Theorem 2.11 already appeared in Righter and Shan-

thikumarr (1992, [52]), but was formulated only in terms of the FIFO discipline. Note 

furthermoree that Theorem 2.11 holds for any other non-preemptive discipline in 

placee of FIFO, since the distribution of the queue length is the same for all non-

preemptivee disciplines. The proof of Theorem 2.11 in Righter (1994. [50]) was given 

inn the discrete time case only. A limit argument given in Theorem 10.22 below val-

idatess the extension of the result to the continuous time case. 

Finall  remark s Theorems 2.2. 2.8 and 2.11 hold true as well in the following broader 

set-up.. First, the sequence of arrival times may be any (deterministic) sequence 
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00 < ti < t2 <  Furthermore, at time 0 some customers could be present. The 

numberr of customers present at time 0 in the two queues is the same and their ages 

att time 0 are (pairwise) equal Finally, customers may have received service prior 

too their arrival in the queue, i.e. they may enter the queue with a positive age. At 

alll  times the age of every customer is known to the server. Theorems 2.2 and 2.8 

weree originally proved in the stricter set-up of this section. It may be seen that the 

proofss remain valid in the broader context sketched here. 

2.33 Characteristics of the stationary M / G / l queue 

Thiss section features another type of results, namely characteristics of the station-

aryy M/G/l FB queue. Some of these results are mentioned in the survey article 

Yashkovv (1992, [69]); we also discuss some recent developments. Subsection 2.3.1 

containss results on the queue length process, Subsection 2.3.2 contains results on the 

sojournn time and Subsection 2.3.3 contains results on a recently developed measure 

off  performance of a queue, the so-called slowdown. 

2.3.11 Queue length 

Considerr an M/G/l queue with load p < 1. Under the FB discipline the queue length 

processs will converge to a stationary process. Let Q be the number of customers in 

thiss stationary queue. Pechinkin (1981. [44]) obtained the generating function of Q. 

Theoremm 2.12 (Pechinkin) Let Q be the steady state number of customers in the 

M/G/lM/G/l queue with arrival intensity A arid service time distribution F(t). Then 

Ez®Ez® = (1 - p)exp (-zjX ^ ~ d t ) . (2.7) 

wherewhere v(t, z) is the unique nonnegative root of the equation 

v[t,v[t, z) = A(l - f e-v^z)xdF{x) - (1 - F(t))ze,-V{t-Z)t). (2.8) 
Jo Jo 

Prooff  Pechinkin (1981. [44]). pages 52-54.

Fromm the proof of Theorem 2.12 it follows that u(t.l) = 0 and that v is differ-

entiablee in z. This allows us to compute the moments of Q by differentiating (2.7). 

seee Section 9.1. For the expected queue length one obtains 
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wheree DAx = m'm{D.x} and p(x) = XE(BAx). Note that in Pechinkin (1980. [44]) 

thee factor A in front of the integral is missing. 

Yashkovv (1984. [67]) found the counterpart of (2.7) in the case of batch arrivals. 

Schassbergerr (1988. [57]) obtained the generating functional of the point process 

Q(x).Q(x). where Q(x) is the number of customers younger than x in the stat ionary 

queue.. Theorem 2 in Schassberger (1988. [57]) reads, cf. (2.7). 

Ee-!Ee-!hdhdQQ = (l-p)exp(-z f ^ dt). (2.10) 

wheree r(t. z) is again the unique nonnegative root of (2.8). 

Thee proof in Schassberger (1988. [57]) uses a discrete approximation and is quite 

technical.. Later. Robert and Schassberger (1989. [54]) found a more direct way to 

provee (2.10). using (2.7) in combination with the following. 

Lett Q(Q. x) denote the number of customers in the stat ionary queue with attained 

servicee times in the interval [0. x). Robert and Schassberger (1989. [54]) proved with 

thee use of Palm theory that the process Q(0. x) has independent increments. 

2.3.22 Sojourn time 

Onee of the characterist ics to measure the performance of a queueing system is the 

sojournn time, the t ime a customer spends in the system. Via Little's law the mean 

sojournn t ime is related to the mean number of customers in the system. The mean 

sojournn time EV(x) in the stationary queue1 of a customer with service t ime x is 

surprisinglyy easy to find, as was done by Schrage (1967. [58]). Since it is one of the 

feww occasions that proofs for the FB queue are easy, we give the complete1 proof as 

cann be found on page 174 of Kleinrock (1976. [32]). 

T h e o r emm 2.13 (Schrage) The sojourn time V{x) of a customer with service time 

xx in the stationary M/G/l FB queue satisfies 

P r o off  When a customer with service t ime x enters the stat ionary queue, he finds by 

thee Pollaczek-Khinchin mean value formula, see for example Kleinrock (1975. [31]). 

inn expectat ion an amount of work equal to XE(B Ax)2/(2(1 - p(x))) that should be 

donee before he may leave the system. To compute the time he spends in the queue, 

wee add the customer's own service time x and the amount of work brought into the 
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systemm by customers who arrive to the queue before he leaves. This last quantity is 

XEV(x)E{BXEV(x)E{B Ax). Hence 

EVEVWW = XoE}BAfXt + x + *EV(x)E(B A x). (2.12) 
2(11 -p(x)) 

Sincee p(x) = \E(B A x), this implies 

2(11 -p(x)f l-p(xY 

whichh was to be shown. D 

Byy Little's law knowing EV means knowing EQ. In history the expression for 

EVEV given by Theorem 2.13 was found before an expression for EQ was derived from 

Theoremm 2.12. 

Pagee 175 of Kleinrock (1975. [32]) contains the following consequence of Theo-

remm 2.13. 

Corollar yy 2.14 IfEB2 < oc, then 

dEV(x)dEV(x) 1 
limm -, = r.

x^ooo ax 1 — p 

Hencee at the end of their stay in the system customers with a "very large' service 

timee are served at rate \ — p, i.e. in the otherwise idle time of the system. Since these 

customerss have the whole (otherwise) idle time to themselves, Corollary (2.14) seems 

too indicate that the size of an old cohort is very likely to be 1. This is confirmed by 

Corollaryy 9.20 below. 

Nunezz Queija {2000. [41]) recently obtained asymptotics for the tail of the sojourn 

timee distribution. 

Theoremm 2.15 (Nunez Queija) Let V be the sojourn time in the stationary queue. 

SupposeSuppose the tail 1 — F of the service-time distribution F is of intermediate regular 

variationvariation at infinity, i.e. 

limm inf lim inf , = 1. 
EE[0[0 i —oc 1 — b \x) 

IfIf  there exist constants a and ( with 1 < a < (, < 2 such that EBn < oc and 

EB<EB< - DC, then 

P(VP(V > x) 
x ^ ii  P(B > (1 - p)x) k ' 
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Prooff  Theorem 5.2.4 of Nunez Queija (2002. [41]). D 

Thee condition that EB  ̂ = oc for some 1 < £ < 2 in Theorem 2.15 is somewhat 

unnatural.. In Chapter 7 this theorem is proved under weaker conditions: the con-

ditionn 1 < £ < 2 is replaced by Q > 1. In the same chapter we study the tail of the 

sojournn time in case of light-tailed service times. 

2.3.33 Slowdown 

Anotherr performance measure1 to analyse a queueing policy is the so-called slowdown 

definedd as follows. 

Definitio nn 2.16 (Slowdown) The slowdown S{x) of a job of size x is defined by 

S{x)S{x) = V(x)/x. The slowdown S is defined as S = S(B). where B is the generic 

serviceservice time, independent of S(x), and we may write 

P{S>P{S> x) = I P(S(u) > x)dF{u). 

Thee slowdown is a tool to measure how fair or unfair customers arc1 treated by a 

servicee discipline. In the following S(x) denotes the slowdown of a job of size x 

underr the FB discipline. We start by proving an asymptotic result for S(x) that is a 

slightlyy stronger version of Theorem 1 in Harchol-Balter et al. (2002. [24]). At the 

samee time we prove Corollary 2.14 under weaker conditions: the hniteness of the 

secondd moment of B that is assumed in both results is dropped. 

Proposit ionn 2.17 If EB < oc. then 

limm ES{x) = -*— = lim dEV^'\ ( 2.14) 
X—>occ 1 — p ;r—>-x dx 

Prooff  We prove the second equality in (2.14). The first equality in (2.14) then 

followss immediately from Lemma 2.18 below. We calculate dp(x)/d,x — A(l — F(x)) 

andd d,E(B A xfjdx = 2x{\ - F{x)). From (2.11) it follows that 

dEV(x)dEV(x) = 1 2Xx(l-F(x)) X2E(BAxf(l-F(x)) 

dxdx l-p(x)+ (l-p(x))* + (1-P(*) )3 ' [  0) 

Sincee EB < oc. Lemma 7.16 in Chapter 7 below yields that E(B A x)2 — o(x) and 

11 - F(x) = o{}). Hence. 2A.r(l - F[x)) = o(l) and X2E{B A x)2{\ - F{x)) = o(l). 

Thee proof is finished by noting that p(x) —* p.

Lemmaa 2.18 Let h be a positive, differenttable function. If dh(x)/d{x) —> c for 

somesome c > 0 as x — oc, then h(x)/x —> c as x —> oc. 
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Prooff  Let £ > 0. If dh{x)/d{x) —> c as x —> oc. then there exists an xe such that 

[d/i(x)/fi(x )) — c\ < £ for all a: > xe. Hence 

TT M^) r -1 F dh(x) J  ̂ i- -W w , \ 
Innn ^ - ^ = Inn a- / — r ^ dx < hm .r (ar - x£)(c + £) = c + s. 

x-^ocx-^oc x ir-*o c J .^ dx X->OG 

Thee lower bound is obtained in the same way. Since £ > 0 was arbitrary, the state-

mentt of the lemma now follows.

Thee intuitively appealing idea 'the larger the service request of a customer, the 

largerr his slowdown" was recently contradicted. 

Propositionn 2.19 The slowdown ES(x) is not monotonically increasing in x. In 

factfact ES(x) converges from above to 1/(1 — p) as x —> oo. 

Prooff  Theorem 3.3 in Harchol-Balter and Wierman (2002. [25]). D 

Fromm this we see that when one uses the slowdown as a measure of fairness, not the 

longestt jobs are treated most 'unfairly', as is often believed, but certain 'medium 

longg jobs'! 

Somee studies have been done to compare the slowdown in the FB queue with the 

slowdownn in other queues. Let 5FB and Sps denote the slowdown in two M/G/ l 

queuess with the same arrival rate and service-time distribution and service disciplines 

FBB and PS. Theorem 2 of Rai et al. (2002. [47]) reads 

ESFBESFB-^-^ PP
ESPSESPS = W^' 

Fengg and Misra (2003. [22]) show that for DHR service-time distributions, the FB 

disciplinee minimises the expected slowdown in the class V of service disciplines that 

doo not use knowledge about the residual service times. For more work on slowdown 

andd (un)fairness we refer to Rai et al. (2001. [46]) and (2003. [48]) and Bansal and 

Wiermann (2002, [7]). 

2.44 Appendix: classes of distributions 

InIn this appendix we take a closer look at the classes of distributions that played a role 

inn Section 2.2. We show that they are nested and give alternative characterisations. 

Forr DFR or DLR distributions the first moment does not necessarily exist, 

whereass for a random variable with an IMRL distribution the expectation is fi-

nitee by definition. If we restrict ourselves to distributions with a finite first moment 
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-- and in the context of a queueing system with EB < oc this is the case - we have 

thee following relation: 

DLRR C DFR C IMRL and ILR C IFR c DMLR. 

Wee prove the first series of inclusions for the continuous case. The discrete case and 

thee other inclusions are proved in the same fashion. Let the distribution function F 

bee in DLR. Then the density f(x) is log-convex, and hence f{s)f(t+x) > f(f)f(s+x) 

forr every 0 < s < t and x > 0. Integration gives 

ƒ(s)(ll  - F(t)) = I"  f(s)f(t + x)dx > f  ̂ f{t)f(s + x)dx = f(t)(l ~ F(s)). 
JoJo Jo 

andd therefore f(s)/{\ - F(s)) > f(t)/{l  - F(t)). Hence F has a decreasing failure 
rate. . 

Noww let F be the distribution function of a continuous random variable X with 

densityy ƒ and assume F belongs to the class DFR. Let 0 < s < t. Since EX < oc 

wee find by partial integration 

 i:  wah-r'-&$>*
Fromm Definition 2.5 it follows that 1 - F is log-convex and hence 

(11 - F(.s))(l - F(x + t)) > (1 - F(t))(l - F(x + . x > 0. 

Fromm (2.1G) we find 
ffxx I - F(x + t) f00 1 - Fix + s) 

Hencee F is a IMRL distribution function. 

Furthermore.. DFR and DMRL distributions may be characterised as follows. See 

Shakedd and Shanthikumar [60] and Stoyan [63] for reference. A random variable 

belongss to the class DFR if and only if [X - s\X > s] <st [X - t \ X > t]  for all 

ss < t. 

Forr a characterisation of the DMRL ordering, consider the following stochastic 

order.. A random variable X is said to be smaller than Y in the increasing convex 

order,, notation X < lcx Y, if Ecp(X) < E(p{Y) for all increasing convex functions ó 

forr which the expectations exist, see also Definition 5.2 below. A random variable 

belongss to the class DMRL if and only if[X-t\X>t]  > lrx [X - s \ X > s] for all 

ss < t. 


